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PRODUCTION NOTES

Anthony Gelati (Vincent Pagano), a struggling young actor living in Venice, California, has 
finally landed his first major role in a movie.  He races home to share the news with his live-in 
girlfriend Alissa (Victoria Rowell) who reminds him that he promised to introduce her to his 
family back East when he was cast in a big movie.  Anthony, who is Full-Blooded Italian (FBI), 
has been apprehensive about bringing her home because she is an African-American, something 
he has not yet told his family.
Their celebration is interrupted by a sobering phone call when Anthony learns that his 
grandfather has died.  Suddenly, he must return home to honor his family by attending the 
funeral, and, without time for explanations, bring Alissa with him to keep his promise to her.
Shortly after they arrive in Providence, Rhode Island, they encounter the good-natured, yet 
eccentric cabby Vinnie (Mark DeCarlo) and his pregnant girlfriend Patty (Jane Milmore).  Not 
ready to face his family, they drive around Federal Hill, the heart of the Italian district, before 
stopping at the family grocery store.  While there, Anthony’s younger brother Frankie (Mike 
Pagano) meets Alissa and is stunned to learn that she is his brother’s girlfriend.
The trio goes to the funeral home where Anthony immediately finds himself in more hot water.  
His mother Claudia (Lisa Raggio) is upset that he did not call her when he got to town and 
Alissa, realizing Anthony has not told his family that she is his girlfriend or that she is African-
American, demands to be officially introduced at the funeral home.

Unfortunately, Anthony’s attempt to tell his family is unsuccessful.  He must now make his 
announcement at dinner, a difficult task considering all of the commotion that takes place during 
a typical Italian get-together – eating, arguing, laughing and more eating.
Hysterical chaos ensues as Anthony announces his love for Alissa.  He suddenly faces the 
dilemma of his life: Will he lose Alissa or his family?
Almost Married is a Mister P. Production, in association with Gladiator Pictures, Inc.  The film 
stars Vincent Pagano, Victoria Rowell, Mike Pagano, Adrienne Barbeau, John Capodice, Magda 
Harout, Dan Lauria and John Mariano.  Almost Married was directed by Rosario Roveto, Jr. and 
is produced by Vincent Pagano.  The screenplay is by Vincent and Mike Pagano, Billy Van Zandt 
and Jane Milmore.

#   #   #

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION

Almost Married is a tribute to the contemporary Italian family and a homage to the 
Pagano Family of Providence, Rhode Island.  Written by brothers Vincent and Mike Pagano, the 
light-hearted comedy touches upon the boisterous and emotionally turbulent Italian family while 
simultaneously dealing with some weighty social issues.
Vincent and Mike first came upon the idea of creating a feature film about their Italian heritage 
after reminiscing about their early childhood.  Remembering how the two, along with their other 
brother Kristian, would create skits impersonating different family members, the brothers 
decided to develop a film which conveyed those memories.
“We wanted to create a feature film which touched upon the emotions and adventures my 



brothers and I experienced growing up,” recalls Vincent.  “A film that resembled our lives and 
the different personalities in our family.”
With that in mind, the Pagano brothers set out to write, star and produce their first feature film, 
Almost Married.
As real brothers, Vincent and Mike knew they had great chemistry together, so they decided to 
portray versions of themselves in the story, Anthony and Frankie.  Building upon that reality, the 
Pagano brothers then determined they would use several members of their family in the script as 
well.

“Once Vincent and I thought of playing opposite one another as brothers in the script, we 
couldn’t resist the idea of bringing some of our other family members into the story,” remembers 
Mike.
Vincent continues, “That’s what really prompted us to write the script –our brothers, sisters, 
aunts, uncles, grandparents – everyone from our family to tell a wonderful story about tradition.”

While the Pagano brothers were writing the script, they were simultaneously looking for a 
director.  Vincent had appeared on NBC’s “Suddenly Susan” and had met the show’s assistant 
director Rosario J. Roveto, Jr.  Both Vincent and Rosario had come from a similar upbringing, so 
Vincent thought he would be the perfect director for Almost Married.
”Rosario and I are from a similar background – he is an Italian whose family lives in a small 
community, specifically, Long Island, New York,” stated Vincent.  “He has a wonderful 
understanding of his own heritage and family – which made him the perfect choice for this 
project.”
With Rosario on board to direct the film, the brothers continued to write their script and 
including dialogue straight out of their shared memories.  It was right around that time that their 
grandfather passed away.  Vincent and Michael decided to put that element into the film – setting 
the backdrop for the film’s story.
“Vincent and I were extremely close to our grandfather, so it was important for us to include his 
memory in the film” said Mike.  
Vincent continues, “He was the one member of the family who would have embraced Alissa and 
accepted her unconditionally.”
With the script almost complete, Vincent, Mike and Rosario set out to scout different locations 
for the film.  Rather than use several locations throughout Los Angeles, they decided the film 
would best be suited if they actually shot in Providence, Rhode Island.
“Our grandfather’s long-standing political and social influence in Providence helped us secure 
several locations,” remembers Michael.  “We approached the city’s Mayor about shooting the 
film in town.  He completely embraced the project, helping out in any way they could.”  Vincent 
and Mike completed the script in February, but after reading it; however, the brothers felt that it 
needed some fine-tuning.  Through the director, Vincent and Mike met writers Billy Van Zandt 
and Jane Milmore, and together, they were able to polish the script, giving the story more depth.  
Confident about the final script, Vincent and Mike were ready to cast the project.  Through the 
same circle of friends, the brothers met casting director Sharon Chazin who would play an 
integral role in selecting the right actors for the film.
The roles of brothers Anthony and Frankie had already been cast.  Vincent would play Anthony, a 
struggling actor who left his family in Providence to pursue his career in Los Angeles, and Mike 
would play Frankie, Anthony’s eccentric brother who manages the family-owned grocery market 
in Providence.  
Sharon was anxious to cast the female lead, Anthony’s girlfriend Alissa, and she instantly thought 



that Victoria Rowell was the ideal actress.
“Sharon thought that Victoria would make a perfect Alissa, but I was a little apprehensive at 
first,” said Vincent.  “I thought Victoria probably had too many other projects she was already 
working on and would not have the time to complete the film.  But to my surprise, I was wrong.” 
She wanted to star in this film.
“We were so excited when we received the call from Victoria,” remembers Rosario.  “We 
immediately asked her to come down for a reading.”
Even though everyone felt that Victoria was the ideal choice for Alissa, the brothers still had her 
read for the part.  As soon as she read her scene opposite Vincent, everyone knew she was the 
only choice.

“She read one scene and was phenomenal,” recalls Mike.  “She was the first person to read for 
Alissa, and when she did, we all knew right then and there that she was the one.”
Vincent continues, “Victoria has a great presence – strong and confident – a wonderful 
personality that would come off on the big screen.”
With the lead roles finally secured, the Pagano brothers set out to cast the rest of the characters in 
the film.  First on their list was the role of Aunt Lidia.  Vincent and Mike wanted an actress with 
whom they had an immediate rapport – someone who was like real family.  They found that 
chemistry with Adrienne Barbeau, wife of writer Billy Van Zandt.
“Vincent and I had been searching for an actress who could play Aunt Lidia,” recalls Mike.  
“Billy suggested that his wife, Adrienne, would suit the part.  So we asked her to come in and 
read for the role, and instantly, we felt a connection between all of us.”
Shortly thereafter, the Pagano brothers found Magda Harout.  She would play the role of Aunt 
Alma.  “It was absolutely incredible,” remembers Vincent.  “Magda opened her mouth, and we 
immediately fell in love with her voice.  She has such a wonderful personality and great energy.”
Next, John Capodice was cast as Uncle Sal.  Vincent had heard of John through a mutual friend 
and decided to meet him in person.  The two connected at a local coffee shop.  
“John and I met for coffee one day,” said Vincent.  “It was there that I gave him a copy of the 
script, and three hours later, I received a call from John saying he would be honored to be in this 
film.”

The rest of cast soon fell into place including Dan Lauria as Rudy, Lisa Raggio as Claudia, Billy 
Van Zandt as Louie and John Mariano as Brunie.
 “We were so fortunate to find the group of actors that we did,” said Rosario.  “Everyone was so 
professional and never coped an attitude.”
Vincent continues, “It was as if we were all family.  Everyone was patient, understanding and 
extremely helpful.  We all worked so well with one another that we even went out to dinner 
together at the end of each day.”
The conversations and emotions that take place in Almost Married are very real.  A no-holds 
barred dinner with several different conversations taking place at once.  It sets an authentic tone 
throughout the film.
“It was amazing to see the different conversations taking place,” said Vincent.  “People were 
laughing, arguing and just being crazy.  That’s how it happens in a lot of Italian families – that’s 
how it happens in mine.”



Creating that authenticity also meant shooting on location in Providence.  In fact, Vincent, Mike 
and Rosario decided that one of the best places to capture that realism was Grandmother 
Pagano’s home.
“I wanted the feel of being inside a real place, not a set,” said Rosario.  “What was wonderful 
about shooting in the house was that everything was already there.  It was a set designer's dream 
- fully furnished, pictures on the walls, and absolutely reeked of Italian ethnicity.  We even used 
the kitchen to cook the meals for the dinner scene.”
Vincent and Mike even toured the ethnic Italian neighborhood of Federal Hill in Providence 
searching for other prime locations for the film.  To their surprise, everyone in town was willing 
and able to lend a hand.
“We literally walked in and out of every store on Federal Hill,” remembers Rosario.  “We’d walk 
in two steps, and if it didn’t feel right, we’d walk out.  Walk in, walk out.  Walk in, walk out.  
That was our process of elimination.”
Mike continues, “Most of the people were thrilled to be involved with a film about Federal Hill 
Italians in Providence.  Truly, it seemed that the spirit of the Italian family was present in the 
hearts and souls of its people.”
With the people of Providence doing so much to help the film, Vincent was more than happy to 
open up the set for anyone that wanted to be there.
“There were Providence residents who showed up every day to help out and do what they 
could,” recalls Vincent.  “One guy, Gary, actually started calling himself a producer.  He would 
hang around every day and ask questions like ‘So, where are we filming today?’  Nobody seemed 
to mind though - it only added to the fun, family-like atmosphere.”
The only obstacle that production needed to overcome during the shoot was the weather.  It 
proved to be both a hindrance and a blessing.
“The weather was a daily concern,” remembers Rosario.  “Every morning we’d hear the weather 
report, and it was always wrong.  Some days it would start out sunny, and then rain an hour later.  
We never knew what to expect.”
But weather in the final cemetery scene proved to be a blessing in disguise.  Rosario always 
pictured that Alissa would get accepted by the grandmother, and the sun would shine as a symbol 
of her newfound understanding.  On the day of the shoot however, it poured.  
“At first I was disappointed, but then I went with it, and it worked really well,” recalls Rosario.  
“That is, once we managed to scrounge together enough black umbrellas for the scene - 
apparently Rhode Islanders are quite fond of polka dots.”
 “Not only is Anthony heading home for his grandfather’s wake, but the family and the town of 
Providence are truly in for a rude awakening,” said Rosario.  “An awakening of everyone’s mind 
and soul.”

#   #   #


